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Abstract

are sent only at pulse ticks, and thus arrive at the
destination node before the next pulse. Operations
are performed by a node only at the time of a pulse
or when receiving a message. When a node receives
a message, it processes the message and performs local computations. At the time of a pulse, the node
may perform local computations and in addition, it
may send messages to some or all of its neighbors. All
local actions are performed atomically.
This synchronous model is message-and-pulse driven,
meaning that the messages are processed only upon
arrival, and are not available to the code at any later
time. In particular, the contents of any received message is not available to the code at the time of a pulse,
unless saved in the local variables when received. The
messaae-and-vulse driven model is used in Drevious
works *c'concerhng synchronizers, like [11, [2],- [4], [SI,
~ 3 1~, 4 1 [161,
,
~ 9 1p1,.[211.
,
We a so assume t at in a synchronous network, at
the time of pulse(n), each node sends at most one
message to each neighbor. This assumption has been
used in revious works on synchronizers ([l], 21, [5],
[GI, [TI, bl, PI, P O I , [131, jl61, 1191, 1201, 121 1, and
is reasonable because multiple sent messages can be
simulated by packing them into one message.
Synchronizers are tools for transforming protocols
written for the synchronous model into protocols that
run on an asynchronous network. The synchronous
protocol will be referred to as the original protocol.
The asynchronous protocol created by the synchronizer generates a sequence of pulses at each node.
The pulses occur asynchronously at different nodes.
At each pulse, the nodes perform the original-protocol
pulse code and send messages which are identical to
the original-protocol messages. In certain
circumstances, slight changes in the pulse code and/or
in messages are allowed (see [19]).
The methodology of synchronizers was introduced
in [l], where three synchronizers were presented: the
cr synchronizer, with an overhead of O ( I E / )in communication complexity and U(1) in time complexity per
pulse, the p synchronizer with an overhead of O(lV1)
in communication and O ( D ) in time complexity per
pulse (when D is the diameter of the network), and
the 7 synchronizer, which enables trade-off between
the above complexities. Other types of synchronizers
can be found in [el, 173, [ai, [93, ~ 2 1 ~, 3 1 ~, 6 1 ~, 7 1 ,
[19] and [20]. Applications and other aspects of syn-

A new message-delaying version of synchronizer y,
named C, is presented. Synchronizer ensures that
original-protocol messages received b y a node from nodes
in the same cluster are never early, and thus, no buffers
for their temporary storage are necessary. Only originalprotocol messages on edges leading to nodes of other
clusters (external edges) may be early. The z-partition
algorithm as introduced to reduce the number of external edges connected t o each node, thus reducing the
memory overhead of C. For an arbiirary z , this algorithm ensures that the external degree of each node
is no more than
- 1. The z-partition algorithm
increases the time complexity of t o O ( z + logk IVl)
per pulse. The tradeoff between memory overhead and
time complexity achieved by the z-partition algorithm
is optimal.
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Introduction

This paper deals with distributed protocols in two
network models: the synchronous model and the asynchronous model. In the asynchronous model, nodes
perform operations only upon receiving a message from
some neighbor or from the outside world. At that
time, the node processes the message, performs local
computations, and may send messages to some or all
of its neighbors. All local actions are performed atomically. Messages sent by a node to any of its neighbors
are received in a FIFO order within a finite undetermined time. Messages are processed at each node in
the received order, even if they were received from different links. The contents of any received message is
not available to the code activated by later received
messages, unless it was saved when received in the
memory allocated to the distributed protocol.
The communication complexity of an asynchronous
protocol for a network N is defined as the maximum
number of messages sent during an execution of the
protocol. The time complexity of an asynchronous protocol is defined as the largest time needed to complete
an execution of the protocol, assuming the message
delay over all links in the network is bounded by one
time unit.
The synchronous model assumes that all link delays are bounded by some quantity referred to as a
time unit. Pulses are generated synchronously at all
nodes in the network at time unit intervals. Messages
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2. m: the length of the largest original-protocol
message.

chronizers can be found in [2], [4], [5], [14], [15] and
r.111

Lb+J.

All synchronizers ensure that a node may perform
a new pulse when it knows that it has received all
original-protocol messages sent to it by its neighbors
at the former pulse. However, most synchronizers allow original-protocol messages sent by a node at a
given pulse to arrive at a neighbor node before the time
when the latter has performed that same pulse. We
refer to such messages as early messages. On the other
hand, in a synchronous model, the nodes perform the
pulse simultaneously, and every message sent at a certain pulse arrives at the neighbor node after the pulse
has been performed. Thus, if no special care is taken,
the simulation of the synchronous algorithm, created
by using a synchronizer, may allow erroneous executions. We refer to original-protocol messages which
are not early as t i m el y messages.
One way to solve this roblem is suggested in [l],
VI, PI, [101, [131, [W, 1207 and is referred to as m e ssage delaying. The idea is that when a message is
early, it is not processed immediately. Instead, such
messages are stored in memory and processed only after the pulse is performed at the node. This method is
intuitive and simple to implement. It requires buffering at most one message per link at a time, and thus
the required number of buffers is equal to the degree
of the node. The size of each buffer must correspond
to the longest possible original-protocol message. The
purpose of this paper is to investigate ways to reduce
this amount of memory.
In Sec. 3, we present synchronizer <,which is a new
version of synchronizer y. When using this synchronizer, the edges connected to each node are divided
into two groups, one on which early messages may be
received and one on which early messages are never
received.
In synchronizers 7 and C , the network is partitioned
into clusters. Edges that connect two node; in the
same cluster are referred to as ‘internal edges . Edges
that connect nodes belonging to different clusters are
called ‘external edges’. Synchronizer C ensures that
original-protocol messages received from internal edges
are t i m e l y , so that early original-protocol messages
may be received only from external edges. Thus, the
number of buffers that need to be reserved at each
node for early messages is the external degree of the
node, namely the number of external edges connected
to the node. If the partition of the network is such
that the external degree of the nodes is minimized,
the required number of buffers is minimized too.
In [21], we introduce the notion of m e m o r y overhead
of synchronizers. The memory overhead of a synchronizer for a network N and a synchronous
e nodes
protocol P is defined as the maximum over t(horiginal)
in N of the memory needed for the synchronizer variables and buffers when combined with P . The memory
overhead of a synchronizer is expressed by using the
following parameters:

3. Network topology parameters: (VI,IEI, the maximum node degree over the network d, etc.
In [21], we discuss the known synchronizers and their
memory overhead.
The memory-overhead of message-delaying synchronizers is composed of two parts: the memory required
for the synchronizer protocol and the memory needed
for saving the delayed messages. The maximum number of messages that may be delayed at the same time
by any synchronizer is (d - 1). Thus, the amount of
memory needed for saving delayed messages is
1)m. The amount of memory needed for the sync ronizer protocol in y is O(d),thus the memory overhead
of the message-delaying version of y is ( d - l ) m + O(d).
In this paper we assume that the maximum degree of a node in a network of IVI nodes is bounded
only by IV( - 1. This assumption is not always true,
since in many cases each node has a bounded number of links that can be connected to it. However, in
such cases, IEI = O(lV1)and thus synchronizer cy is a
better choice than y or since it allows O((V1)communication and O( 1) time complexity for such cases.
When assuming that d is bounded only by IVJ, the
memory overhead of synchronizer y is bounded by
(IVl - 1)m + O(lV1). Observe that for some originalprotocols (e.g. the synchronous protocol presented in
[all), m can be as large as S. For such cases, the
memory overhead of y is ((VI- 1)s O(lV1).
As shown in Sec. 4, if C uses the original partition
algorithm of 7 [l , the memory overhead is the same
as in y, namely {(VI- 1)m O((V1). The reason is
that the external degree of the nodes can still be as
large as IVl. In order to reduce the external degree,
we present in Sec. 5 a new partition algorithm, referred to as the z-partition algorithm. This algorithm
is given two parameters, k and z , and ensures that the
external degree of the nodes does not exceed
- 1.
Therefore, the memory overhead of when using the
- 1)m O(lVl). When
z-partition algorithm is
using this partition algorithm, the time complexity of
is O(z log, IVl) per pulse, and the communication
complexity is O(kJV1)per pulse. This gives a tradeoff
between the time complexity and the memory overhead of <. However, selecting t logk IVI we obtain
a reduction of the memory overhead by z , while the
order of time complexity is not increased. We prove
in 221 that the tradeoff between the time complexity
an the memory overhead achieved by the z-partition
algorithm is optimal.
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Preliminaries
2.1 The memory model
The model definition (Sec. 1, first paragraph) says
that a node can process an earlier received message
after processing later received messages, only if the
earlier message was saved in the memory allocated for
the protocol algorithm. In other words, we exclude the
possibility that the processor logically delays message
processing without providing additional storage.

1. S: the maximum over the nodes in the network,
of the amount of memory used for storing the
synchronous-protocol variables.
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network graph. After performing pulse(n - 1 , SAFE
messages propagate along the spanning tree rom the
leaves to the root. Each node sends a SAFE message
to its parent as soon as it is safe and has received
SAFE messages from all its children. By the end of
this process, the root node knows that all the nodes in
the network are safe with respect to pulse(n - 1) and
ready to perform pulse( n).
At this point, the root node sends AWAKE messages to all its children in the spanning tree and performs pulse(n). Other nodes send AWAKE messages
to all their children in the spanning tree and perform
pulse(n) upon receiving the first of the two following
messages: an AWAKE message or an original protocol
message which was sent at pulse(n). In case the pulse
was activated by the receipt of an original-protocol
message, this message is processed immediately after
the pulse is performed. This synchronizer differs from
synchronizer /3 [l] in which a node performs pulses
only upon receiving AWAKE messages.
Observe that no early messages need to be saved
since all messages are processed by the code activated
by their arrival and before any other messages are processed (See Sec. 2.1). However, the code is performed
in the right order - when an early message activates
the pulse, the pulse is performed before the message
is processed. The memory overhead of E is O(d), its
time and communication complexities are O ( D ) and
O(lVl) per pulse respectively.
2.4 Synchronizer y
In synchronizer y [l],an initialization phase creates
a partition of the network into clusters. The partition
is defined by a spanning forest of the network. Each
tree in the forest defines a cluster of nodes. Between
every two neighboring clusters, one preferred link is
selected. Inside each cluster there is a leader node.
After each pulse, SAFE messages are converged
along each cluster tree from the leaves to the leader
node. At this point, CLUSTER-SAFE messages are
broadcast on the edges and preferred links of each cluster spanning tree, telling all neighboring clusters that
this cluster is safe. The information that neighboring clusters are safe is brought to the cluster leader
by means of CLUSTER-READY messages which converge along each tree, and then the leader node initiates a broadcast of AWAKE messages along the cluster
tree, which cause the nodes in the cluster to perform
the next pulse.
The communication and time complexities of y are
O(klV1) and O(logk(IVI)) per pulse respectively (k is
a parameter given at initialization time, see Sec. 2.5).
2.5 The partition algorithm of y
The initialization phase of y is called a partition
algorithm. This algorithm creates a partition of the
network into clusters, builds a spanning tree for each
cluster, and selects a preferred link between each two
neighboring clusters.
In this partition algorithm, clusters are built one by
one. Each time, a new cluster is built from nodes in
the remaining graph (nodes which are not in one of the
previously built clusters). This is done by selecting a
leader node and then creating the cluster from nodes

1

To see that this stipulation of the model is in accordance to reality, consider two node configurations,
one with a common queue for messages received from
all links, and one with a queue designated for each
link. In the first configuration, the interface between
the algorithm and the lower layer (DLC) uses one fifo
queue of messages for all links. Received messages are
added at the tail of the queue when received, and the
algorithm may process only the message at the head of
the queue. In this configuration, the only way to process an earlier received message after processing later
received messages is if the algorithm copies the earlier
message into an additional buffer that belongs to the
algorithm.
A different version of this configuration is when the
algorithm is allowed to process messages beyond the
queue head. Apparently, this version allows the algorithm to delay received messages without providing
additional storage. The algorithm may simply process
later received messages, leaving the earlier received
messages in the buffers at the head of the queue. However, this requires enlarging the queue with amount of
buffers that is equal to the number of simultaneously
delayed messages. This amount of memory should be
taken into account when calculating the memory requirements of the distributed algorithm.
In the second configuration, the interface between
the algorithm and the lower layer uses a number of
fifo queues, one for each link. In this case, an earlier received message can be processed after later received messages,' if these messages were received from
different links. However, if the interface to the lower
layer is shared by several algorithms, each algorithm
must process each received message immediately and
remove it from the queue head so that messages aimed
to other algorithms are not delayed. Therefore, in this
configuration also, processing postponement requires
additional storage.
In the rest of this paper, when calculating the memory overhead of synchronizers, we take into account
the buffers used for delaying messages and the memory needed for the synchronizer protocol variables.
2.2 Safety
In a combined protocol, a node i is said to be safe
with respect to pulse(n), if all original-protocol messages sent by node i at time t ; ( n ) have already been
received by the respective neighbors (t;(n)is defined
as the time at which node i performs pulse(n)). In
order to allow the nodes to know when they are safe,
each node that receives an original-protocol message
is required to send back an explicit acknowledgment
message.
Most synchronizers are based on the observation
that a node i can perform pulse(n) when all its neighbors are safe with respect to pulse(n - l), since this
means that node i has received all the messages sent
to it at pulse(n - 1).
2.3 Synchronizer E
Since synchronizer E [19] is used as a building block
in the construction of synchronizer C , we give here a
brief description of E . In synchronizer E , an initialization phase creates a directed spanning tree for the
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the cluster to perform a new pulse. The mechanism
is altered such that original-protocol messages sent
over internal edges are always timely. Thus, nodes do
not ever need to save messages arriving from internal
edges, but still need to save early messages arriving
from external edges.
In synchronizer y, after each pulse, the nodes perform a protocol to inform each leader node when all
the nodes in its cluster are ready to perform the next
pulse. The leader node then causes the nodes in the
cluster to perform a new pulse by broadcasting an
AWAKE message over the cluster tree. In synchronizer we suggest to replace this broadcast with the
mechanism of synchronizer 6 [19]. Since E ensures that
no original-protocol messages arrive early, we ensure
that original-protocol messages sent by nodes to other
nodes in the same cluster are always timely. This
mechanism is described here briefly and a description
of synchronizer E is given in Sec. 2.3.
When the leader node knows that all the nodes in
its cluster are ready to perform the new pulse, it sends
AWAKE messages to its children in the cluster spanning tree and then performs the pulse. Nodes in the
cluster perform the new pulse when the first of the following happens: (1 an AWAKE message is received
from the parent o the node in the tree, or (2) an
original-protocol message sent at the new pulse is received from an internal edge. Early original-protocol
messages which are received from external edges do
not cause the node to perform the new pulse; instead
such messages are saved and processed only after the
pulse. A node which performs the new pulse sends an
AWAKE message to each of its children in the cluster
tree before performing the new pulse. If the new pulse
was triggered by the receipt of an original-protocol
message, the message is processed immediately after
performing the pulse.
The protocol requires nodes to be able to distinguish between timely and early original-protocol messages. When receiving an original-protocol message
from an internal edge, the node should perform a new
pulse only if the message is early. When receiving an
original-protocol message from an external edge, the
node processes this message immediately if it is timely,
and saves the message in order to be processed later
if it is early. One way to distinguish between the two
types is by adding the number of the pulse (one bit) as
a suffix to each original- rotocol message. Two more
ways are discussed in [197 and [20].
In order to show that works properly, the following two properties should be proved:

in the remaining graph that are around this leader
node.
The job of creating the cluster around a given leader
node is performed by a procedure named
Cluster-Creation. The operation of this procedure is
controlled by a constant k (2 5 k 5 IVl) given to the
partition algorithm when initiated. Cluster-Creation
operates in the following way: the selected leader node
triggers an execution of a BFS protocol in the remaining graph. The nodes at each new BFS layer join the
cluster as long & the number of nodes in the new layer
is a t least ( k - 1) times the total number of nodes in
all previous layers.

<

Definition 1: ( E p , H )
Given a partition P o f a network into clusters with
spanning trees and with a preferred link between each
two neighboring clusters, Ep is defined as the number
of preferred links plus the total number of edges in all
cluster spanning trees. Hp is defined as the maximum
height of a cluster spannzng tree.
The time complexity of y when using a partition P
is 4Hp. The Cluster-Creation procedure ensures that
H p 5 logk [VI,therefore, the time complexity of y is
4 logk IVl. The communication complexity of y when
using a partition P is 4Ep. The Cluster-Creation procedure ensures that Ep klVl, therefore, the communication complexity of y is 4kIVI.
The partition algorithm is initiated by one node. If
a leader is not present in the network a-priory, a leader
election procedure [ll], [3] must be used. This node
starts the algorithm by calling the Cluster-Creation
procedure, that ends at the same node after creating a cluster led by it. At this point the node calls
the Search-For-Leader procedure, which searches for
a leader of a new cluster. The procedure ends at a
free node, if any. This free node calls Cluster-Creation
which creates a cluster around it, then it calls
Search-ForLeader, and so on. The Search-ForLeader
procedure creates a DFS tree of clusters, where the
parent of a cluster C is defined as the cluster from
which the leader of C was discovered. One more procedure, named Preferred-LinkElection, is used by the
algorithm. This procedure selects the preferred links
between every two neighboring clusters.

f’
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3

Synchronizer C

In this section we discuss a new synchronizer, named
(, which is a message-delaying version of synchronizer
y that provides a tradeoff between the time and communication complexities and the Tnemory overhead.
Synchronizer provides a significant reduction in the
memory overhead for a small penalty in time and communication complexity.

<

<

1. nodes do not perform a pulse before they are
ready to do so (received all the messages of the
former pulse).

2. messages sent a t pulse(n) are processed by the
receiving node after performing pulse(n) and before performing pulse(n 1).

Definition 2: (internal and external edges)
We say that an edge is internal or external depending on whether it connects nodes in the same or in
dzfle re n t clust e rs.

+

In order to show that the first property holds, recall
that in <, exactly as in y, the leader node of each cluster sends AWAKE messages and performs pulse(n 1)

+

In synchronizer <, we suggest altering the mechanism by which the leader node causes the nodes in
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The z-partition algorithm

In this section we present a partition algorithm
that, given a parameter z (2 5 z 5 IVl), reduces the
maximum external degree of the nodes to
- 1.
We assume that the nodes know in advance the exact
value of IV . If this is not the case, the leader-election
procedure /11],[3] , which initiates this algorithm, can
be used to provide this information without increase
of communication or time complexities. For this partition algorithm, we classify the nodes of the network
into the following three groups:

[YJ

1. red nodes - nodes that have degree which is
larger than
- 1.

[YJ

Figure 1: A network with two high degree nodes

2. gray nodes - nodes which are not red, but have
a red neighbor.

only after all the nodes in the cluster and in the neighboring clusters are safe. Thus, when the leader performs pulse(n+ l), all the nodes in the cluster have already received the messages sent to them at pulse(n).
The leader node is the first in the cluster to perform
pulse(n 1) and, therefore, the first property holds.
In order to show that the second property holds,
recall that original-protocol messages sent to a node
i at pulse(n) are received by i between ti n - 1) and
t ; ( n + l ) .Those received on external edges efore t i ( n )
are delayed and processed only after i performs t ; ( n ) .
If the first message received by i on an internal edge
is received before t i ( n ) , it causes i to perform t , ( n )
and only after this is done, the message is processed.
Thus, all messa es sent to node i at pulse(n) are processed after t i ( $ and before t i ( n l ) , and the second
property holds.

3 . white nodes - are not red and do not have a red
neighbor.
We also classify the edges in the network into three
categories:

+

1. red edges - a red edge is an edge that connects
a red node with some other node.

6

2. white edges - connect white nodes.
3 . blue edges - none of the above.
Our goal in the z-partition algorithm is to ensure
that all red nodes have an external degree 0. Thus,
no node has an external degree of more than
-1
and our goal is fulfilled. This is done by ensuring that
all neighbors of a red node are in the same cluster as
the red node itself. The z-partition algorithm creates
two kind of clusters:

+

4

[YJ

The original partition algorithm

<

Recall that the memory overhead of the synchronizer at a certain node is proportional to the number
of external edges connected to it:

1. clusters consisting of red and gray nodes only.
We will call such clusters ‘z-clusters’.

Definition 3: (external degree of a node)
T h e external degree of a node i n a partition P of a
network N i s d e j n e d a s the number of external edges
connected t o i t , when the partition P i s used.

2. clusters consisting of white nodes only, created
by using the original Cluster-Creation procedure
of the original partition algorithm. We will call
such clusters ‘k-clusters’.

We seek a partition algorithm that reduces the external degree of the nodes as much possible for each given
network.
The partition algorithm [l] used for synchronizer
y does not help to reduce the memory overhead when
used to initialize C. We show that this claim is true by
presenting an example of a network in which a node
that has a degree d = [VI - 2 also has an external
degree of (VI - 2.
Consider the network of Fig. 1. Assume that node s
initiates the partition algorithm. If k = IVI, each node
becomes a separate cluster. If k 5 JVI- 1, the first created cluster contains the nodes s and 01, 0 2 , . . . v , - 2 .
In both cases, node s’ forms a single-node cluster, and
therefore, the external degree of s’ is (VI - 2. Thus,
the memory overhead of C is, in this case, identical to
the memory overhead of 7 and very high ( m x (IVl 2) + O(lVl)).

The z-partition algorithm consists of an initialization stage and a partition algorithm, that starts when
the initialization ends. The initialization algorithm
uses two types of messages: PASS-TYPE and
PASS-MEMBERSHIP. A PASS-TYPE( f lug message
contains a flag that tells whether the node t at sends
the message is red or not. A PASS-MEMBERSHIP
(flag) message contains a flag that tells whether the
node that sends the message should be a member of a
z-cluster (red or gray nodes) or of a k-cluster (white
nodes).
The initialization stage is initiated by one node s.
Node s starts an execution of a PIF (Propagation of
Information with Feedback) [18] of PASS-TYPE messages. By the end of this PIF protocol, each node
knows which of its neighbors is a red node (if any).
Now, each node knows also whether it should be a

1,
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member of a z-cluster or of a k-cluster: members of a
z-cluster are red nodes and their neighbors (which are
the gray nodes).
At this point, node s initiates another PIF, this
time of PASS-MEMBERSHIP messages. When this
PIF protocol ends, each node knows which of its neighbors belongs to a z-cluster and which belongs to a
k-cluster. When the second PIF protocol ends, the
initialization stage is over and node s initiates the partition algorithm.
The partition algorithm is a version of the original
partition algorithm with an altered Cluster-Creation
procedure. The new Cluster-Creation procedure is
built of two sub-procedures: z-Cluster-Creation and
k-Cluster-Creation. The main procedure calls
z-Cluster-Creation if the cluster leader (which is the
node that initiates the procedure) is a red or gray
node, and calls k-Cluster-Creation if the cluster leader
is a white node.
The k-Cluster-Creation procedure operates in a way
which is very similar to the operation of the original Cluster-Creation procedure. The only difference
is that this procedure builds the cluster from white
nodes only. In other words, the procedure uses only
white edges and ignores other types of edges.
The z-Cluster-Creation procedure builds the cluster spanning tree by executing a BFS protocol that
uses only red edges. The BFS algorithm continues to
append new layers to the cluster as long as these layers
are not empty.
The Search-For-Leader and Preferred-Link-Election
procedures used by the z-partition algorithm are those
used by the original partition algorithm presented in

PI.
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Figure 2: A cluster with diameter 42 - 5
the synchronizer protocol (called E p ) . This contains
the edges of the spanning forest, which are at most
IVI - 1, and t.he chosen preferred links.
The k-Cluster-Creation procedure ensures that the
number of preferred links connecting neighboring ICclusters is at most (k - 1)lVl. The maximum number
of z-clusters is z . There are at most IVI clusters in
the whole partition. Thus, the number of preferred
links connecting z-clusters to k-clusters or z-clusters,
is at most zlV1. We conclude that the upper bound
on the number of preferred links is ((k - 1) + z)IVI,
and therefore, Ep 5 (k z ) VI. The communication
complexity of C per pulse, w en using the z-partition
algorithm, is therefore, 4(k z)lVl.
These results show that the z-partition algorithm
provides a tradeoff between the memory overhead of
C , and its time and communication complexity: the
larger the parameter z given to this partition algorithm, the smaller the memoryoverhead, and the larger
are the communication and the time complexities. For
example, selecting z = min{k, [log, IV(l}, reduces the
memory overhead of C by factor z (from (IVl- l ) m
O(lV1) to
- 1)m + O(lVl)), without increasing
the time or communication complexities.
5.2 An improved t-partition algorithm
In this section we present an improved z-partition
algorithm. The improvement is done by changing the
IC-Cluster-Creation procedure. in the sequel we show
how this improvement reduces Ep to be O(klV( z 2 ) ,
and how this improvement does not change the order
of H p .
In the original IC-Cluster-Creation procedure, a new
layer of nodes is examined at each pulse. If the new
layer contains at least k - 1 times more nodes than
are in all former layers, it joins the cluster; if not, it is
rejected.
This k-Cluster-Creation procedure is changed as
follows: in the altered procedure, as long as the cluster contains less than z nodes, the new layer is not
rejected, no matter how few nodes it contains. In the

+

The time and communication complexities of (, using the z-partition algorit hm

In order to understand how large the diameter of a
z-cluster can be, see Fig. 2. This figure demonstrates
the case in which 2%- 1 red nodes form a path in which
the first red node shares a neighbor (or more) with
the second one, the second red node shares neighbors
with the third one, etc. The nodes in this network
are joined into one long z-cluster by the z-partition
algorithm. This is due to the fact that each red node
is in distance of 2 from the preceding red node and the
next red node in the path, and all the other nodes are
in distance of one from a red node. Since all the red
nodes are ordered in a long path, this is the longest
z-cluster possible. The diameter of such a cluster is at
most 4%- 5.
Recall that the time complexity of C per pulse is
four times the height of the highest cluster spanning
tree (called H p ) . The k-Cluster-Creation procedure
creates clusters of height Hp 5 log, IVI (this is proved
in [l]). The highest z-cluster is at most of height
42 - 5. Thus, the z-partition algorithm ensures that
Hp 5 max{log, IVl, 4z - 5). The time complexity of
C per pulse, when using the z-partition algorithm, is
therefore, 4 x max{logk IV),4z-. 5).
The communication complexity of synchronizer C
is four times the number of edges which participate in

h
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Lemma 1: The number of preferred links between
k-clusters is at most (k - 1)lVl.

\

\y1+

rit hm
In this section we present a further improvement
of the z-partition algorithm which reduces the communication complexity of C to O(klVl - identical
to the communication complexity of 7 11 and to the
lower bound proved in [l]. This improvement makes
the z-partition algorithm more complicated. Hence,
we suggest that it would not be used in cases where
z 5
where the partition algorithm of Sec. 5.2 is
satis actory.
The main idea of this improvement is the following: after the improved z-partition protocol execution
ends, an additional algorithm is executed. In this algorithm, every two neighboring z-clusters which contain
less than z nodes are combined into one cluster. We
refer to z-clusters with less than z nodes as small z clusters, and other z-clusters as large z-clusters. The
additional algorithm repeats the process of combining neighboring small z-clusters as long as possible.
The detailed implementation of the further improved
z-partition algorithm, as well as its time and communication complexities are discussed in [22]. The work
[22] also contains a proof of its optimality.
The number of edges in the spanning forest is less
than IVI. The number of preferred links between kclusters remains (k-1)JVI and the number of preferred
links which connect z-clusters to k-clusters remains
IVI z .
The further improved partition algorithm ensures
that there are no preferred links which connect small
z-clusters. Therefore, when counting the number of

The number of k-clusters is at most

t

Proof: With the altered k-Cluster-Creation procedure, every k-cluster except for the first one hooks on
to another cluster if it contains less than z nodes.
Thus, each of the remaining k-clusters contains at
least z nodes and therefore the number of k-clusters
cannot exceed
+ 1. Number 1 is added to take
into consideration the fact that if the first cluster created is a k-cluster with less than z nodes, it does not
0
hook to any other cluster.
The number of z-clusters is at most z since each
nodes. Thus, the number
one contains at least
of preferred links between z-clusters is at most z 2 , and
the number of preferred links connecting z-clusters to
1) 5 I V I z .
k-clusters is at most z x
An upper bound for the number of preferred links
can be now easily computed: (k - 1)lVl links between
k-clusters, z 2 links between z-clusters, and 1V1 z
links connect z-clusters to k-clusters. This sums up to
klVl+z2+z, and when adding at most IVI-1 edges of
the spanningforest, we gain: Ep 5 (k+1)IVl+z2+z1 < (k+2)IVl+z2. The communication complexity of
C with this partition is 4 x Ep < 4(k+2)IVI+4z2 per
pulse, which is obviously better than the complexity
achieved by the z-partition algorithm.

p,

[YJ

[YJ

( ~ Y+ J

+

+

Proof: The proof of this lemma is similar to the
one in [l],since it is not affected by the changes made
to k-Cluster-Creation. We count only preferred links
from a k-cluster to k-clusters that were formed after
it. In this way, each link is counted exactly once.
The k-Cluster-Creation procedure rejects a new layer
only if the number of nodes in this layer is less than
k - 1 times the number of nodes already in the cluster. Thus, when a k-cluster which contains c nodes is
formed, at most (k - 1). free white nodes are a t distance of one hop from it. Therefore, at most (k - 1).
of the k-clusters formed afterwards may be its neighbors. The sum of preferred links between k-clusters is
thus less than k - 1)Cc 5 (k - 1)lVl.
Hooking of c usters does not change this outcome,
since it only reduces the number of k-clusters and thus
0
the number of preferred links between them.

Lemma 2 :
1.

m,

In case we select z 5
the communication
complexity becomes 4(k 2)lVl+ 41VI = 4(k 3)(VI,
which is of the same order as the communication complexity with the original partition algorithm presented
in [I].
Let us first analyze the maximum height of a cluster
spanning tree in a partition created by the improved
z-partition algorithm, assuming no hooking is done.
The z-Cluster-Creation procedure is not changed,
thus the maximum height of a z-cluster is 4%- 5. The
highest possible k-cluster is created as follows: the first
z - 2 layers contain exactly one node each, creating a
cluster of z-1 nodes, 2-2 hops high. The later formed
layers must obey the rule that each layer contains k - 1
times more nodes than all former layers. Thus, no
more than log JVI such layers can be added. The
height of this ctuster is no more than z log, IVI.
Observe that a k-cluster C1 hooks on another cluster C2 only when there are no free white nodes neighboring C1. Thus, new k-clusters neighboring C1 are
not created, and no cluster hooks C1. The height of
C1 is at most z , and no other cluster can hook it,
therefore C1 adds at most z to the height of C2. In
fact, no matter how many k-cluster hook on C2, they
do not add more than z hops to its height.
The maximum height of a cluster is therefore
Hp = max{4z-5,z+logl, IVl}+z < 5z+logk IVI.
The time complexity of C is 4 x Hp < 20z+410gk (VI
per pulse. This is the same as the order of time complexity achieved by the z-partition algorithm.
5.3
A further improved z-partition algo-

case where the new layer contains no nodes at all,
while there are less than z nodes in the cluster, this
cluster joins the cluster that elected its leader (its parent cluster in the clusters DFS tree). In the sequel, we
call the action of joining the parent cluster ‘hooking’.
Observe that in the case where the problematic
cluster is the first created by the partition algorithm,
it cannot perform hooking. In this case, the cluster
remains as it is.
The following discussion refers to a partition created by an execution of the improved z-partition algorithm, on an arbitrary network.
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1988, Computer Science Department, Technion
IIT.

preferred links between z-clusters, it is sufficient to
count only the links adjacent to large z-clusters.
There are at most 1 5 1 large z-clusters, each of
which may have at most z preferred links which connect it to other z-clusters. Hence, the number of preferred links connecting z-clusters is a t most
xz 2
[VI, and Ep I IVl+ ( k - 1)lVl IVI z 1V1 =
k 2)lVl z < ( k 3)lVl. Thus, when using the
urther improved partition algorithm, the communication complexity of C is O(klV1) per pulse. This is optimal and identical to the communication complexity
achieved when using the original partition algorithm
of [l].
Each new cluster created after the execution of the
improved z-partition protocol, is composed of two clusters. Each of these clusters contains less than z nodes.
Hence, the height of the composed cluster is at most
2z - 3, and the value of H p remains O ( z + log, IVl).
The time complexity of C remains, therefore, O(z
log, ]VI) per pulse.
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